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MASQUE SOCIETY SWINGS
IN·To SPRING WITH SATIRE
by John G. Gutting
fl'he sounds echoing from the
back of South Hall's infamous
"Cassino Area" lately are not manifestations of religious persecution
the work of campus sadist
groups. They are outcries from
the labor pains of the birth of the.
Masque Society's next and final
production for the 1959-60 season.
This gargantuan, screaming, cacophonous "infant" is none other
than the satirically pregnant creation of the late George Gershwin
and one of the great patriarchal
works in the institution of the
musical comedy form-"Of Thee I
Sing."
A political satire of amazing
scope and stupefying dimension,
the play won the Pulitzer Prize in
1932-Franklln Delano Roosevelt's
eleetion year. The book itself,
dealing with a phenomenal presidential theme in an appropriately
phenomenal eleetion year setting,
was written by the late George
Kaufman. Such "inspiring" lyrics
as "Bail, hail The leader of our
gov'ment. Hail, bail The man who
taught what love meant" were decidedly the work of George's
brother, Ira-a bit of nepotism In
Itself perhaps.
The question is: Can the Masque
Society swing this one? and the

or

answer forthcoming from the organization's officials is a confident
and hearty "YES." The Rev. Walter P. Krolikowski, S.J., Assistant
Dean of the University . and the
Society's moderator, seems to be
satisfied with the slow but steady
progress he is striving for as chorus
master, while.director Kvapil shows
his usual mask of optimistic confidence.

Mr. Otto Kvapil
Masque Society Director

People, like sophomore veteran
Bob Theis, star of the show, seem
a little less certain; but a spirit of
co-operation can be sensed in the
air at nightly chorus and solo rehearsals, and this, in anybody's
book, is a good sign of being on the
road to success.
And so the theatre-going campus
J..
looks expectal'tly towai·d South
Q U1lf,_u.U8_:.. .r.ip.~·Hall wondering·· if ··the·· ·Masqu~
Society will be able to "do it again"
or if, finally, they really have bitby Tom Cahill
ten off more than they can chew.
News Associate Editor
Only time and a ticket will tell.

Clef Club Plans
JI· C l
T •
ay
E1
Join
• t Concert
·
I! or

Now about midway through
its concert season, the Clef Club
just last week passed two milestones. Sunday night they sang
a joint concert with the Edgecliff Glee Club from Our Lady
of Cincinnati College at the
annual Glenmary Mission Dinner
in ·the Hall of Mirrors of the
Netherland Hilton Hotel. The two
glee club united for a spiritual,
a hymn, and a medley from the
celebrated Lerner-Lowe hit "My
Fair Lady." Each group also
sang single selections of which
were many Rodgers and Hammerstein favorites including their
latest Broadway endeavor, "The
Sound of Music."
·
Another first this y~r is the
joint concert with the ladies of St.
Mary of the Springs College in
Columbus. Details were completed
this week for the Sunday afternoon concert on May 8. For this
concert, the two glee club directors
have seleeted a medley of songs
from the Broadway click of a few
years back, "Kismet."
Also high on the agenda of
coming events is the annual
Spring Concert and Dance. Bob
McLaughlin, president announced
that Bill Drach and Vince Pulskamp will 1be chairmen. Soon
they will organize their various
committees. The concert and
dance this year is to be held, as
usual, on Family Weekend. The
Grand Ballroom of the Hotel
Gibson is the place, May 13 is
the day.
Coming local concerts include
. McNicholas High School, Our
Lady ·of Cincinnati College, and
New Richmond High School. And
already spirits and "spirits" ar.e
beginning to rise tor the April
23 joint concert with St. Xavier
College in Chicago.

No1·tlr. Hall Loss

BULLETIN
Thursday evening from 7 :007 :30 p.m., the students of Ex. 125

will

present a special tape on
W.C.X.U. This tape, "Speakers
of America," features excerpts
from the speeches of nine famous American speakers with
short introductions by narrators.
The tape was prepared under
the direction of Mr. John l\laupin.

Fr. Reinke, S.J.,
Returns For AllGershwin Concert
Fr. John Reinke, S.J. joins the
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra,
under the direction of Max Rudolf,
to. present a special All-Gershwin
Concert at the Music Hall on Saturday, April 2, at 8:30 p.m.
No stranger to the upperclassmen at Xavier, Fr. Reinke is now
situated at Loyola Academy in
Wilmette, Illinois. While at Xavier,
Father Reinke gave several concerts with the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra in our own Fieldhouse. He recently appeared with
the orchestra when he performed
in Bach's "Triple Piano Concerto."
The Rhapsody in Blue, Concerto
in F, and "Ari American In Paris,"
three of. Gershwin's major pieces,
will be performed with J eannc
Kirstein in the "Rhapsody," and
Father Reinke at the piano in the
"Concerto." Soprano Marian Spelman and Baritone Edgar Keenon
will sing selections "from "Porgy
·and 1Bess" in addition to many of
Gershwin's popular songs.
Popular-priced tickets for unreserved seats are available at Wurlitzer's, 121 East Fourth Street.

Doyle Ne'W Program Director
·For Summer Operation Youth
by Len Schmaltz
Senior Ed Doyle is the newly
appointed program director of
Xavier's Operation Youth. Now
in its eleventh year, the summer
conference aims at fostering good
citizenship among high-school
students.
A psychology major, Ed is a
graduate of Aquinas College High
School in Columbus, Ohio. The
Brockman Hall proctor is a member of the Buckeye Club, Psychology Club, Sodality, and has served
~n Student Council.
This year's Operation Youth
will be held on the Xavier campus from June 11 to 18 with
approximately 150 high-schoolers
in attendance. As in the past,
Xavier U. students will serve as
staff members or counselors for
the affair.
Topics to be discussed include
the history of the philosophy of

Vets Cliib Holds
Mass - Breakfast
Xavier University's Vets Club
will hold its semester CommunionBreakfast Sunday, April 3. The
Mass will be held in St. Joseph's
Chapel at 11:15 a.m. and the breakfast will follow in the Blue Room.
A $2.00 donation is requested for
the meal.
Mr. Arthur Schuh, Democratic
candidate for Judge of Common
Pleas, will be the guest speaker at
the Communion-Breakfast.
Lakeshore Lodge ~ in Sharon
Woods will host the Vets Club
annual picnic on May 15.

freedom, the role of science in
freedom, the defense of freedom,
and the family-the cornerstone of
freedom.
Hopes· are running high that
the conference will once again
win the award of the Freedoms
Foundation of Valley Forge
Pennsylvania. The award is presented annually to the program
which best enables the participant to gain "a better understanding of the American Way
of Life." The ·award consists in
a cash prize and a gold plaque.
Operation Youth has won the
award eight times in the past ten
years.

In The News
"The blues is ct truly American
music."

John Logsdon discusses the
sounds which are the "heart"
of much of our contemporary
music in Music Stand••• page 2.
". . . the work 'of Catliolic
missioners throughout Africa

is and has been foremost."
WORLD CAMPUS reprint
sheds some light on Catholicism
in the "dark continent." • •
page 7.
"Much

of

the

difficulty

of

Pre-Registration can be eliminated if the instmctions below
are followed."
Xavier NEWS gives helpful
hints for "do-It-yourself" PreResistratlon. • ~ page G.

Vince M11rphy Leaves XU
After Four Years' Service
by Mike Marldewicz, NEWS Associate Editor
For almost four years Vince
Murphy has been a vital part of
Fr. Ratterman's office. Now he is
leaving Xavier. He will take employment with the Grace Rush Co.,
manufacturers and clistl'ibutors of
gourmet foods, as a representative
traveling through the midwest and
far west.
Mr. Murphy comes originally
from Philadelphia. After completing high school, he enterctl the
Trappist Monastery Gesthemane
for one year. Then, in 1956, he
came to Xavier as secretary to
Father Ratterman, Dean of Men, a
position from which he worke1l
himself to assistant to Father Ratterman. During this time he a!so
worked on his education, taking
courses here at Xavier with a psychology major. It is interesting to
note that when Vince Murphy
started his job in the Dean of
Men's office, he was younger than
most of the students he came in
contact with. He is now only 22.
Taking over where Mr. Murphy
has left off is Robert Lamont,
another Philadelphia man who is

XOMM Announces
Me111ber Selections
This Saturday Nite
The Xavier Order of Military
Merit will induct a select few
cadets from the MS III class into
their organization on Saturday evening, April 2. The Xavier Armory
will host the ceremonies lasting
from 8:30 p.m. through 12:30 p.m.
All Advanced Corps students are
invited to partake in the festivities.
To gain membership in the
X.O.M.M., cadets must hurdle several stiff requirements. The newly elected members rank in the
upper half of their military classes
and in their academic classes. They
must further distinguish themselves in leadership by participation in extra-curricular activities
and by general service to the cadet
corps.
Membership in the X.O.M.M. is
the highest honor that the X.U.
Military Department can bestow
upon a cadet. AU members wear a
red fourragere on their right shoulde1· as part of their military uniform to signify rc;ception of this
honor.

now in his junior year at Xavier.
Mr. Lamont will work in the North
Hall office part-time until June,
when he will switch to full-time.
He will finish up his education at
the night school.
In his four years here, Vince
Murphy has come into contact with
more students, handled more convocation cards, and arranged for
more meetings, breakfasts, and
socials for more organizations than
anyone could be capable of remembering. lie has been efficient, devoted to his work, and has been a
great help not only to Father
Ratterman, but to the students of
Xavier as well.

WCXU Names
Ju1iiors
Directors
Junio1·s Don Azelvandre and
John Scharfenberger have been
named temporary Program Directors for W.C.X.U., the campus
radio station. They succeed retiring
Program Director Bob Mallardi.
Establishing, co-ordinating, a n d
controlling all W.C.X.U. programming is the main job of the Program Director. The position is held
for one year.
This position for Azelvandre and
Scharfenberger is temporary only
until a Station Manager is elected
to succeed retiring Station Manager Ed Schmidt. The new Station
Manager and the president of Student Council \Viii make the permanent appointment.
Azelvandre, an English major of
the class of '61, is from Clarksburg,
West Virginia. He is' employed at
WKRC T.V. as a floor director.
Scharfenberger, a native of Louisville, Kentucky, is majoring in
English, and is a member of the
Kentucky Club. He is also of the
class of '61.
. Ma!lardi plans to graduate in
June with a degree in English. He
has served on Student Council for
four years, is a member of Alpha
Sigma Nu and the Xavier Order of
Military Merit. A Clevelander, he
is also a member of the Knights of
Columbus and has just successfully
completed his R.0.T.C. Flight
Training Program.

Clef Club To Be Featured In Armed
Forces Radio Service Presentation
by J, Ward Doering, NEWS Associate Editor
The Xavier University Clef Club
will be featu1·ed in a presentation
of the Armed Forces Radio Service,
Xavier officials announced Thursday.
The Clef singers will be heard in
a 30 minute concert, as part of the
new series "On the Campus" which
the AJFRS is presenting this year.
Xavier is one of a large numbe1·
of America's leading colleges invited to take part in the series.
The progmm presented by the
Clef Club includes spirituals,
sacred hymns and Broadway show
hits. The program was taped at the
annual concert the Clef Club pre-

sented in 1958.
The Armed Forces Radio Service
operates through powerful transmitters on both coasts of the United
States which beam short wave
broadcasts to the 184th AFRS local
outlets throughout the world and
to Navy ships at sea.
The exact date of the broadcast
has not yet been fixed, but AFRS
officials will notify the university
when it is fixed.
In addition to the songs, the
program will feature factual data
about the university, as prepared
by the Public Relations Department.
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News Editorials

Seek Good Advice
In this week's issue we have printed the pre-registration
instructions. The NEWS would call your special attention to
the section listing the pre-registration advisers.
We have seen many perplexed faces staring blankly at t~e
University Catalogue during Pre-registratioJ?- trying to adv~se
themselves or lamenting the fact that they did not seek advice
in the past. Many potential problems need not a.rise i~ a stude~t
plans his schedule with a faculty member of his maJor study s
department.
Also, we have heard many students complain that when
they sought help, the advisers were willing to help but -:ere
incapable of answering important questions. Each advisor
listed should be able to answer your important and pertinent
questions, or at least know where the answers can be obtained
without shuttling the student from office to office. Each de·
partment has a number of advisers, and if one can't help you,
choose another.
But if a student is to be helped he must co-operate in

planning his schedule and must be prepared for his interview.
Such preparation must include a study of the courses offered
and a fairly definite knowledge of a field he desires to pursue.

..............................
Best Seat
In The House
by J. Ward Doering, NEWS Associate Editor

..............................
Before my visit to the Student
Health Center last week I managed
to get to the Albee to see "Home
From the Hill."
Some of the acting in this Texaslocaled !Peyton Place was pretty
good, notably that of George Hamilton and George Peppard as the
two sons of Robert Mitchum, the
local millionaire and playboy.
The family morals are reminiscent of "Summer Place" in this
movie-that is to say decidedly
not Catholic, but shouldn't be a
problem.
Isolated parts of this film are
better than the whole. One of the
best Is the snipe hunt in the early
minutes. If you have time you
should see It. It's pretty good. We
give it ... B.
This past weekend we visited the
Keith's where "Once More With
Feeling" has come for a short (we
hope) stay.
This is the last film made by the

late Kay Kendall, a very fine
comedienne. It's a shame it couldn't
have been a better one.
Although Kay has her moments
as a harpist and sometime wife of
the fabulous Fabian, an orchestra
conductor played by Yul Brynner,
most of this comedy falls flat.
Brynner's Fabian is strangely
familiar-he reminds me of the
Russian general in "The Joumey"
(which starred Deborah Kerr-and
Yul Brynner). He makes a horrible
comedian. If he was supposed to
be playing it straight he was even
worse.
We can be .thankful ..there are
such things as minor roles. Several
supporting actors and bit players
were very good. The agent was the
only one of these with a really
worthwhile part.
Before you rush to see it, we
give it ... C.
Thanks for filling In last week,
Mike.

..............................

,

!S1~K!
b7 R. DeVereaaz Vanek

...............................
Having just had a test in
World Literature and having
only twenty-five minutes before
I hand this in, I thought this week
we could look at Medea. For
those of you who didn't go to a
Jesuit high school I'll briefly go
over the story.
Medea is the daughter of Zeus
and his wife. I and nobody else
knows the name of Zeus' wife
because she is continually referred to by Zeus as, "sweets" or
"sugar" or "baby." ·Media calls
her "mommy" or "momma" or
"hey you." In the one extant
copy of Media the prologue states
Zeus' wife to be anonymous.
The story opens and we find
Medea doing her household chores
which include dusting hatchets,
stirring cauldrons full of dead
frogs, and making the beds which
will later be called racks. From
out of nowhere, that's a place
somewhere In anywhere, Cytho
rides in on a winged horse called
Pegasus in the fifth. Medea rreets
hhn with hi-ho stevo, that's short
for Cytho, and the ex~tlon of
the play starts.
Cytho--"You don't have such a
beautiful face, but baby you
got whfit it takes, yea, yea."

Med-"1'11 bet you say that to
all your Greek girlfriends."
Cytho-"That's a nice way to
talk to someone who's ridden
2,000 miles, fought monsters,
and hasn't eaten a human dinner in weeks."
M ed-"That gets me right in the
pump you phony. You come on
with this 'I'm hungry bit' once
more and I'll send you up the
Styx." (This is a Greek play
on words. The styx is down,
·
not up.)
Cytho-"Unless I miss my guess,
you've been at the Lotus .again
baby or you're not tuned in."
M ed-"Come off it, will you.
Let's get down to brass tacks."
(Continued on Page 3)

Letter To
TM Editor
Tradition PreaertJed

Private
Line

Gentlemen:
I trust that your. March 18
issue has stimulated many Xavier
students and friends to take a
closer look at the window of the
Xavier family coat of arms. What
college tradition bas gone unstable, I cannot detect; and what
might be mistaken for mistakes
in the design, I incline to take
as the considered work of a
heraldry office.
There are, however, somtf, more
positive items about the matter
that all of us should lmow. 'lbe
window is one of the llllDJ. gifts of
a very 1enerous Univenlt1 bene·
factor, the late John F. Reardon,
of the class of '28. ·111s brother,
Monsignor Fnncis A. Reardon, '05,
was the originator of the Idea and
its prime mover•.This was some
ten 1ean back, when the monsignor acquired a very attractive
colored print of the coat of arms
from Ireland. The print was the
copy for the window, executed by
John A. Riordan, a Cincinnati
stalned-1Jass artist. Much thoupt
was put Into the Planninr by the
monsignor, his brother, and the
artist. The result, even down to the
location, ls a tribute to their careful attention and pod taste. A
copy of the original print banp in
the offiae of our President.
Regarding the authenticity of
the design, I judge we need have
few qualms. Even if the matter
were in dispute, Father Schurhammer is, after al'l, only one
authority. But suppose, as he
suggests, that all the items of the
grand-parental arms were crowded
into the new coat, the result
would likely be a bit cluttered.
Heraldry artists,.know simplicity.
A quartered shield could easily
be over-crowded, complicated,
and spoiled. A suggestion of
originals is preferable. Note in
the local archdiocesan coat of
arms that only the plow of the
City of Cincinnati seal is used.
I rather like to think that the
artist of our window design
meant something when ·he reduced the number of the Moorish
crescents, and also turned down
their horns. Good for him. Variations of design in heraldic
devices seem .allowable ·too. I am
told that an archbishop of Cincinnati claimed two versions of
arms. I see Will Shakespeare's
represented in various ways,
especially without crest and with
different shapes .and sizes to the
shield and spear. And then there
is our own Xavier coat. I am
bet~er,, satisfied with the . Irish
version, though it might have
been prompted by the English
office.
·
I might add that Father Schurhammer came into the· case at
the planning of the window. A
Chicago friend, and a heraldry
fan learning of our purposes,,
lent me a copy of the brochure
Jugendprobleme. At the time, I
made notes and drawings, which
are now on file in the library.
Mr. Worst ordered a copy of the
brochure but, if I recall rightl)',
it was out of print. Sic transit.
Cordially,
P. J. Sweeney, S.J.
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Mr. Magner, long famous as a professor of ethics here, is on the road
to becoming infamous and unethical. At the outset of the .semester, he
announced that he had inaugurated a new system of gradmg. To curb
guessing on tests, he penalizes the student by taking off twice the ":orth
of a question when the answer is wrong. On a test of forty questions,
then, it is P<>ssible (though far from probable) to get a score of ~00~.
But it is also quite possible to get a minus 200%. One student in his
personal and social class made ten errors in .forty questions and had to
give up his citizenship. ·By golly, that sounds incredible. By the way, if a
question is left blank, the double penalty is not put into effect. This way
a student can answer no questions and still get minus 100%.

•

•

•

Congratulations are in order to the Xavier Clef Club and the OLC
Glee Club for the splendid performances turned in at the Glenrnary
Dinner last Sunday. Also a note of congratulations to the two directors,
Franklin Bens and Polly Long. Incidentally, one diner was heard to
remark that it was very odd that a small school such as OLC should have
such a large glee club and Xavier, a large school, a small glee club.
We're both members, and, honestly men, you don't know what you're
missing. What other organization on campus offers so much fun for so
little work?

•

•
•

•

Oh, better be here April 19 • • • April Fool!

•

•

Cecil Hale, in his Advanced Announcing class, received a start the
other week when :Alan Welch rattled off the days of the week as Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday, and Sunday. He did it twice.
Wonder what he has 1 against Wednesday? Don't they use that day in
Columbus?
·

•

•

•

Notable quotes this week: Ra1 Zwick was pla7lng "500" the other
ni1ht and in talkinl about bis rather low score said, "I'm so far in the
hole, I feel Uke a gopher."
And finally Dr. Wheeler merits mention for what he calls this
"intellectual story." Seems a record distributor was urging a local DJ
to play his latest releases and when the spinner sinner refused, the
distributo_r used his ace in the hole. Told the DJ that if he didn't play
the records, he'd send him some payola.·
. (.'
•.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Music Stand
bJ John Loptlon

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
At the heart of much American
music is the blues. Thirty or forty
per cent of popular music is in
blues form; the blues are at the
heart of jazz; blues have even had
influence in semi-classical music,
as in "Rhapsody in Blue."
There is a definite .technical
meanlnc to the term "blues."••
It Is music based on a scale in
which the third and seventh notes
are flatted. Most blues are 12 bar
so1111, compared to the 32-bar con~etion of a pop tune-thou1h
there are 18 and 32·bar blues, too.
The blues had its origin among
the :Negro slaves of the South. The
work songs of the Negro-still
sung in the cotton fields-are primitive blues. These songs were taken
to the city where they were fused
with rhythms of the Afro-Cuban
Negro-the result was the beginning of jazz. Most early jazz tunes
are blues.
Of eoune, the blues is more than
a teebnlcal term. It Is the wa1 of
e:sprelllon the Neiro bas found
most effective In spealdn1 musically. Both in .tan and rh)'tlun-adblues music, the musician emplo19
blues barmonles to vent bis most
bulc emotions. RaJ Charles Is one
of the best examples of a Nqro
blues slncer-bls music Is alter·
aatel1 llappJ, sad, dfrtJ, optimistic; in fact, blues are capable of
expressin&' most human emotions.
Gershwin heard the blues from
jazz musicians and incorporated it
into many of his songs-the first
pop compOser to do so-and several of his larger works. Since the
twenties, most of the popular com·
posers have used blues form in
their sonas at one time or another.
Today we can hear many faces
of the blues. The South Side of

Chicago is a haven for the primitive blues singers who still sing
the pure blues of the slaves and
convicts. Jazz musicians play the
blues in many ways-from the
primitive to the most sophisticated.
(For an example of blues .form
mixed with sophisticated classical
influences, listen to "Kind of
Blue" by Miles Davis.) Rock-androll is based exclusively on a
simple 12-bar blues form, as is
rhythm-and-blues. The difference
between the two is in quality of
performance. W. C. Handy's blues,
"St. Louis Blues," "Beale Street
Blues," and many more, are played
by traditional bands, sung by most
singers, and used by many modem
groups.
The blues is a truly American
music.
PLATTER PICKS:
Nat "King" Cole fans will want
to get his latest Capitol album,
"Tell Me All About Yourself."
It's standard Cole fare-and that's
good. Nat sings a mixture of standards and little-known songs, mostly
at a ballad or medium tempo.
Songs include: "For You," and
"Crazy She Calls Me."
George Shearing has been working last summer with a "brass
choir"-a section including trum·
pets, trombones, tuba, and French
horn-along with his regular quintet. The combination adds needed
variety to the Shearing sound; a
pleasant, easy-listening type of
music is the result. In "Satin
Brass," Shearing's latest Ip, George
and his compatriots glide through
a selection of standards plus a few
original tunes. "I Could Write A
Book" and Duke Ellington's beautiful "Chelsea Bridge" are highlights.

PAGE mREE
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Trump Talk
..............................
b1 loha BoU•

Often, in the·play of the hand, it
becomes necessary to take a sure
loser early in order to retain proper
control of the hand later.

Spades. It is South's play to this
trick which decides the fate of the
contract. If he would, without
thinking, take the Q, and lead
another trump, he must then attempt to discard his losing Hearts
on his Diamonds.· However, West
will trump in and cash two more
Hearts to set the contract.

NORTH
8-4,3
H-J,4
D-A, Q, J, 4, 2
C-A, J, 3, 2

WEST
S-Q, J, 10
B-A, K, Q, 10
D-8, 'J
C-Q, 8, 'J, 6

If South lets the Q hold, the
defense is helpless. West can cash
only one more Heart because of
the trump in Dummy. Then South
will get the lead, lead out the last
trumps and then take discards on
his Diamonds at his leisure.

EAST
S-'J, 2
H-'J, 5, 2
D-10, 9, 8, 5
C-K, 10, 5, 4

SOUTH
S-A, K, 9, 8, 8, 5
B-9, 8, 8, 3
D-K,3
C-9

••••ri11'1
...,• ..,
The D'fUfl Store Clolat To
Xcavtef' Vnivnli&v
MBlnle 1·1'111
1811 . . . . ....,, . . . .

The contract is four Spades by
South. West opened the K of
Hearts and then shifted to the Q of

, - - ---·-----
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(Continued from Pap 2)
(That's a place in Hades.)
C11tho-"O.k., ·business before
pleasure. For my third choice
I think I'll pick recreation.
Now fill up my bag and I'll
scoot." (That can't be translated, but it means I'll fly away
on my winged horsie.)
Med-"l'm sad, dad, but glad
you're not the cad who had the
pad that started the fad."
C11tho-11What! Are you goofy?
What's this pad, sad, glad, bad?
Anyone can rhyme. I'll bet in
a few thousand years the
Germans will."
(This last line Is the type of line
whim is expeeted to bave been
put in bJ the German Monks
wbo translated tbe only extant
eopy durlnr World War D.)
Med-"You're looking for the
Golden .apple."
C11tho-11No, I'm not. I'm looking
for business, pleasure and recreation in that order."
U you stuck it out this far I
commend you. I've been reading
that double talk since January
and frankly it's made me SICK.

by Mike Markiewicz
ARTEMIS BOUND
tlll there is nothing.
darkness
settles heavy
on tbe west
smotberinr. • ••
She waits there in the shadows,
while the darkness creeps among
them
fillinr all the spaces In between-

And how can I return?
While by this restaurant
in the basin of the city
the bloodless lights
glow faintly
on legs
of secretaries
heading home.

Bulletin

---- --·
Nexf

SICK

The Profile of tbe Xavier Student Questionnaires which were
banded out March iB are now
belnc analyzed. Approximately
20% of tbe forms were returned •
Results will be published soon.

NOTHING HOLDS LIKE
SPERRY TOP-SIDERS
for your personal safety afloat and ashore
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Juniors' l\o\·CYa

ON ANY DECK OR COURT

At Slloe, Sports, Marl11 Dept. Stores. Write for
d1ll11 111m1, strl• loldlf
801 lllT

BMoc*"
•Big-Man On Campus;...yea man! He
treats the gals to Coke. Who can compete
with charm like that. So if you're 5'0'
and a little underweight, remember-you
don't have to be a football hero to be
popular. Just rely on the good taste of
Coke. Put in a big supply today!
BE

!!!!:!:! REFRESHED

.

Ntu11tuck, Coftl;

Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by

THE COCA·COLA BOTTLING WORKS COMPANY
"'.I'•\
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THE CLASSIC
FOUNTAIN PEN

•2.911

other Estertlrook

pens slightly hlgh1r

THERE'& A POINT CHOICE OF 8Q-ONE I& CU&TOM•l"ITTED P'OR VOUI

Have a real cigarette-have a CAMEL
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Speedy Muskie Baseballers Begin Season
With Doubleheader Against Marshall There
by Mike Harmon
Xavier's battling baseballers
open their 1960 campaign with
a doubleheader invasion of Marshall College tomorrow at Huntington, West Virginia. Game
time at Marshall's spacious, wellkept Inca Field will be at 1: 30
p.m.
Despite the four-hour bus
tt·ip, the X-Men should be no
more tired than their hosts.
Marshall opens today, meeting
West Vh'ginia Tech in another
doubleheader,
Coach Don Ruberg and assistant
coach Jocko Serieka expect a pair
of tough battles from the Big
Green. The West Virginians outpitched Xavier last year to win
3-1.

SENIOR CO-CAPTAINS Denny Poillon (left) and Frank Howard
will lead the !Uusketeer baseballcrs in their season opener against Marshall tomorrow: Poillon, a catcher, and Howard, a third-sacker who was
shifted to the outfield this season, will J>lay important roles, since they
occupy the fourth and fifth spots respectively in the batting order.

Backfield Candidates Numerous As Spring
Drills Start; Spring Game Set For May 1,
With many a crossed finger and
silent prayer, spring football
practice finally got underway
Monday with a session at Asmann
Field. Work began in earnest,
with the possibility of some
heavy contact work by the end
of this week.
Injuries struck almost immediately, with starting halfbacks Larry
Cox (mild concussion) and Lou
Carlini ·(recurrence of shoulder injury) and third-team center Tom
Moellering (wrenched knee) sidelined Tuesday. Carlini may be kept
out the remainder of the spring.
Cox is back in harness, but Moellering is still doubtful.
Irv Etier, letterman quarterback last year, is now operating at
left half, announced Coach Ed
Doherty. Junior Bill Daniels, who
played mostly defensive end last
season, is back at his old fullback
post, but may be moved to center
because of his size and defensive
ability. Center and the two halfback positions are weakest, said
Doherty.
Doherty also disclosed that the
Spring Game has been set for
Sunday night, May 1.
The backfield situation is muddled, to say the least. Twenty
backfield candidates are on hand,
not counting quarterbacks, so the
Musketeers can hope for good
depth if a reasonable number
stick it out. Eleven of these candidates are sophomores.
Speed and strength will be the

determining factors as the coaching staff begins to classify the
20 hopefuls as halfbacks or fullbacks. Since no positions have
been assigned as yet, the NEWS
feature this week will cover all
backfield candidates.
Only five lettermen retumseniors Lou Carlini, Al Myers and
Larry Stelzer and juniors Larry
Cox and Tom Clark. Another senior, Dick Barrett, saw some action,
while Larry Foley, a non-lettering
junior, is the only other backfield
returnee.
Clark, Cox and Carlini loom as

)

Larry Cox

. leads returning backs

the most likely candidates for
starting positions. All are power
runners, with Cox the fastest of
the trio and Carlini ·a step or
two behind. Clark will probably
open at fullback, with Cox and
Carlini at the halfbacks.
Cox led the Musketeers in scoring last fall with seven touchdowns for 42 points, and finished
third in rushing with a 3.4 average
per carry. He was fourth in pass
receiving, and ranked fifth defensively on the team.
Clark, despite a load of various
injuries, finished second in rushing with a 3.6 average per carry.
His defensive performance merited him 7th place in the team's
defensive standings.
Carlini, operating mostly at
slotback, proved equal to the
task when called upon to run,
averaging 4.4 per try. He also
played a lot of defendsive outside linebacker.
Stelzer, Myers and Barrett,
all gritty performers who like
to hit, will be very much in contention for starting berths. Barrett, a transfer last year, could
be the dark horse.
Best bets from the freshman
team are Bob Clark, Jim Husk,
Bob Leuenberger, ·Tom Callahan,
Don Stupica, George Potts and
Pat Mccann.
Potts will see a lot of service
even if he doesn't play a lot of
fullback, since he's a kicking
(Continued on Page 5)

Under My Hat ••• uNJti

Jack Thobe

Bill Kirvin

... win awards at banquet

Thobe Named MVP At Roundball Fete;
t:llap f!J'~a,,ieJ Musketeers To Employ Game Captains

NEWS Sports Editor

Spring and its accompanying sports have arrived
in full force at Xavier, but one sport is sorely missing-track.
Why doesn't Xavier have a track team? That's a
question that's been puzzling me ever since I came
here. Track is one sport which requires relatively
little to finance, and which provides great benefits
for its participants. In other sports a candidate may
not be able to make a team. In track, however, it's
individual against individual, with every man competing on his own level. Track is a tremendous
means of self-discipline, because of the strict conditioning and training program to which a track man
must adhere to be successful.
Track has two outstanding benefits for the school
as well. First of all, students who cannot make any
other team, perhaps because of lack of size or natural ability, can still go out fo1• track. Track events
demand more than size or speed; strength and endurance are neceS&iry as well, and these come as a
result of the individual's training, Secondly, track
provides an excellent conditioning means for football
and basketball players. Those athletes thus not only
stay in better shape, but develop more speed (which
is espeeially valuable today) as well.
Xavier's facilities are limited, it's true, but they're
not so obsolete that they couldn't be put into workable shape for track practices, at least. And, since
track coaching doesn't require as much time or outside work as other sports, it shouldn't be too hard
to get a coach.

Ruberg's probable starting line- the team's prospects despite the
up and batting order for the loss of five of last year's regulars,
opener includes second baseman mainly because of the team's exTerry Brannen, shortstop Tony cellent defense and pitching.
DiNome, first baseman Larry
Since the team is patterned
McCraith, catcher Denny Poillon,
after the Chicago White Sox,
center fielder Frank Howard, fans can expect plenty of tight,
left fielder Mike Gallagher, third
thrill·a-minute baseball. Howbaseman Phil Noznesky or Jim
ever, like the Pale Hose, the
Klein and right fielder Jerry
Muskies may have a glaring lack
Lukowi tz.
of punch at the plate.
I
•
All of the l\lusketeer pitchers
'!'he Musketeers' home opener
will J>robably see action. Right- will be against Dayton's Wrighthanders Bill Dresmann, i\like Kelly Patterson Air Force Base on
and Tim Boylan and lefties Dick Saturday, April 9. Before then,
Strenk and John Hunt give the however, they have another road
team good balance on the mound. game, with Miami at Oxford the
Xavier finally got a good look previous day.
at the sky when it moved outside for the first time last Sun- 1960 BASEBALL ROSTER
day. A five-hour practice session,
Yr.
Pos. B T
covering all phases of the game, Name
was characterized by spirit and Dick Strenk, Jr. * ............ P B L
speed.
Mike Kelly, So............... P ·R R
Further practices have been held Bill Dresmann, Sr."' ...... P R R
during the week, with emphasis on John Hunt, So................... P L L
developing a good hitting attack, Tim Boylan, Sr. ** .......... P R R
something which has been lacking Denny Poillon, Sr. * ........ C R R
in Xavier aggregations for some Tom Duty, So................... C R R
time. Among the pitchers, Strenk Fred Misfeldt, Jr............. C R R
and Kelly have been showing ex- Larry McCraith, So..... 18 L L
cellent form.
Terry Brannen, Jr.* .... 28 R R
Ruberg made his final cut Emmett Chambers, So. 28 R R
following a ten-inning intra- Tony DiNome, Jr......... SS R R
squad game last Sunday, paring Neil Gederberg, So....... SS R R
the squad to 19. Team members Phil Noznesky, So......... 38 R R
range in size from 220-pound Jim Klein, So................. 38 R R
catcher Denny Poillon to 140- Frank Howard, Sr. "'* .. OF R R
pound shortstop Tony DiNome, Mike Gallagher, Sr. * .. OF R R
a transfer from St. John's of New Jerry Lukowitz, Jr. * .. OF R R
York.
Don Ayersman, Sr. * .... OF L R
The coaches are enthusiastic over '1' Indicates letters won

Many schools try to have their spring football
practice end early so the players can play spring
sports. All wl}o don't make another spring sport run
track to keep in shape. The weather, of course, often
prevents finishing early, but those schools have
another solution. Junior and senior footballers don't
have spring practice if they play a spring sport.
' Many of Xavier's best baseball players play football as well. Thus, the baseball team suffers because
of spring practice. Can't something be worked out?

•

..

With spring football in full swing, lend an ear to
a few words on another subject-players out on their
own. With the intricate recruiting networks set up
by most schools, it's rare that a college prospect
escapes notice. These men, then, must be realistic.
They know there's little chance that they'll be
impressive enough to gain scholarships; instead,
they're out on their own because they like to play.
Coaches usually won't discourage men from coming out on their own, because teams usually need
all the depth they can get. Often these candidates
have talent which could be developed, but the
coaches' first responsibility is to the scholarship
players.
. Candidates out' on their own, often called "amateurs," deserve a word of praise. They're playing
because they love the game enough to play despite
the scorn and· ridicule to which they're sometimes
subjected. To them, I'd say-stick it out, if you like
it well enough. Never mind what anyone else thinks.

Jack Thobe, sophomore center who led Xavier in scoring
this past season with an 18.0 average, was awarded the Xavier
NEWS trophy as the Most Valuable Player at the Basketball
Banquet Wednesday night at the Hotel Sinton.
Thobe, who set a new sophomore scoring record, became the
second sophomore to merit the
award, donated annually by Mr.
Alex Sinclair, general manager of
the Cincinnati Gardens. Corny
Freeman was the first in 1957.
Thobe also received a trophy as
the team's leading rebounder. He
picked off 260 missed shots for an
average of 10.0 per game.
Another soph, Bill Kirvin, merited a trophy as the team's leading
free throw shooter. Kirvin won the
national free throw shooting crown,
connecting on 78 of 89 attempts
for an .877 mark.
Kirvin's feat made him the first
Musketeer to win a national title
in any department. Xavier also had
the nation's free throw leader last
year in Hank Stein (.860), but
Stein didn't qualify although he
had more conversions (86 of 100).
The rules were changed this season.
Kirvin also established a new
record for consecutive free throws
(30), and now holds the single-

season mark for free throw percentage.
Thobe and Kirvin received honorable mention certHlcates as members of the Catholic Di&'est All·
Catholic AU-America team.
Coach Jim Mccafferty awarded
letters to seniors Ricky Jannott,
Bill Middendorf and Al Gundrum,
juniors Jim Haffner and Ron Nie·
olai, sophomores Kirvin, Thobe,
Jim Enright and Frank Pinchback,
and manager George Thornburg.
Mccafferty also announced that
there would be no captain next
season. The Musketeen wlll IO
with rame captains Instead, with
the hardest worker or worken In
practice merltlns the honor.
Freshman coach Don Ruberg
presented nwnerals to Leo McDer·
matt, Ben Monhollen, George Potts,
Bob Dawneyer, Mike McMahon,
George Hollenstein, Dave Oberting,
Bob ·Pryor, Joe Mitchell, Pete
Crummey and manager John Timmers.
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DeBusschere
Heads Xavier

THUMBNAILING THE CANDIDATES

All-Opponent
Detroit dandy Dave DeBusschere, a classy sophomore who
was high among the nation's scorers and rebounders, was voted
unanimously by the Xavier Musketeers as the best player to face
them this season.
DeB~here, who scored 25 and
32 points in two meetings with
Xavier, also was the only unanimous pick on the all-opponent
team.
Cincinnati, which landed three
players-Oscar Robe1·tson, Ralph
Davis and Paul Hogue-on the two
squads, was voted the best team
faced this season.
F
F
C
G
G

FIRST TEAM
Oscar Robertson, 6-5 Sr., U.C.
Dave DeBusschere, 6-6 So., Det.
Don Kojis, 6-6 Jr., Marquette
Ralph Davis, 6-4 Sr., U.C.
Dick Hickox, 5-6 Jr., Mi. (Fla.)
SECOND TEAM

F
F
C
G
G

Garry Roggenburk, 6-6 So., UD
Charlie North, 6-4 So., Det.
Paul Hogue, 6-9 So., U.C.
Dennis Boone, 6-2 Sr., Regis
Buddy Leathers, 6-2 Jr., L'vl.
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XAVIER'S SAILING CLUB, now in its seventh year of operation,
will be out to add more trophies to the ones shown above when it 011ens
its spring season with a regatta Saturday at Lake Cowan.

Sailing Club Opens Spring Season
Against . Ciricy, Michigan Afterguards
"Anchors aweigh" will sound for
the Xavier Sailing Club tomorrow
when it opens its spring season at
Cowan Lake in the Cincinnati
Afterguard Regatta.
The regatta, which runs Saturday and Sunday, has Xavier, the
Cincinnati Afterguard and the
Michigan Afterguard in the field.
An afterguard consists of collegiate
sailors who have graduated, but
who continue sailing as representatives of a school.
It'll almost be a case of coach
versus pupil for the Xavier sailors,
since many of them learned to sail

from members of the Cincinnati
Afterguard. A lot of the Cincinnati Afterguarcl members attendee!
Xavier.
Michigan will also pt·oviclc tough
op11osition, boasting the best skipper in the Miclwest Collegiate Sailing Association.
Starting skippers for Xavier arc
team captain Bill Nevel, Dave
Lugers, Jim Ulrich and John
O'Connor. The club sails three
single-sail, cat-rigged M.l.T. dinghies, which it made seaworthy
just last week.

(Continued from Page 4)
specialist. With the new "wild
card" substitution rule, the Muskl!tecrs will be a threat any time
they get within 40 yards of the
enemy goal.
Stupica, a bull-like 215-pounder
who came into his own late in
the season, and Murray, a speedster \\'ho left school but later
BACKFIELD ROSTER
Name
Class
Ht.
Lou Carlini, Sr. * .......... 5-8
Alan i\Iyers, Sr. * ........ 6-0
Larry Stelzer, Sr. •:• ...... 6-0
Dick Barrett, Sr........... 5-10
Tom Clark, Jr. * .......... 5-10
Larry Cox, Jr. * .......... 5-7
Larry Foley, Jr............. 6-0
Bill Daniels, .Tr ............. 6-2
Irv Etier, Jr. •:• .............. 5-7
Tom Callahan, So ......... 6-1
Pat l\lcCann, So ........... 6-1
Bob Clat·k, So ............... 6-0
Don Stut>ica, So ........... 6-1
George Potts, So ........... 6-2
Jim Husk, So ................. 5-11
Bob Leuenberger, So ... 5-11
Freel Moriarty, So ......... 5-10
Steve Gaucher, So....... 5-8
Jim Murray, So............. 6-0
Tom Constantine, So ... 5-10
•:• Inclicates letters won
.

.~

i·eturned, ·are the long shots
among this group. Husk, Clark
and Leuenberger, all strong runners, should hold their own once
they get the necessary experience.
"Competition has been keen at
all positions," reported Doherty.
"The spirit has been very high,
and I think we're really going to
accomplish something."

Wt.
175
180
178
175
185

173
190
210

172
175
173
190
215
195

175
175
165
168
175
Lou Carlini

185

- .. - .....~ ·.-.

. .. suffers injury
·~.:·:.:-·_;::.:...

.

··,--·.

:·i:::r::.:,~·-·

··.·.·::-· .._. .................. .

Wichita Added To
Football Schedule;
XU Major College
Only one new face appears on
Xavier's 1960 football schedule,
but it's a mighty important one.
The ·addition of Wichita to the
grid card gives the Musketeers
six major college foes, making
·them eligible for classification as
a major football college next·fall
by the N;C.A.A.
It will be the first meeting
between the two schools. Xavier
has met every other opponent on
the schedule at least three times.
Six major colleges on the
schedule are required by the
N.C.A.A. for major college classification the first year, with five
each succeeding year.
In past years, Xavier has played
five major colleges, but its toughest opponent, the Quantico Marines,
was unclassified, thus preventing a
major college ranking for the Musketeers.
Coach Ed Doherty pulls no
punches when ·he calls it the
toughest schedule in the history
of the school. "Most of our opponents next year have sizeable
leads in their series with us," he
points out. "We hold advantages
over only Dayton and Louisville."

TEST YOURSELF!

ilJ

If this ink blot reminds you that it's time to send
a note to the old folks at home, a note full of
laundry, it's clear your id is out of whack and
you're the kind who would stand in the Grand
Canyon and feel a touch of claustrophobia. All
of which is your problem.
Ours is these cigarettes: L&M. With our patented
Miracle Tip, we have found the secret tnat unlocks flavor in a filter cigarette, but not everyone
knows this-so we have more L&M's than we
need. You probably have less than you need.

1960 FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
Date Opponent
Place-Time
SEPTEMBER
Sat. 17 Miami ................ H 2 p.m.
Sat. 24 Wichita .............. A 8 p.m.
OCTOBER
Sat. 1 Detroit ................ H 2 p.m.
Sat. 8 Dayton ................ H 8 p.m.
Sat. 15 Ohio U. *"' ........ H 2 p.m.
Fri. 21 Quantico ............ H 8 p.m.
Sat. 29 Cincinnati .......... A 2 p.m.
NOVEMBER
Sat. 5 Louisville .......... A 8 p.m.
Sat. 12 Kentucky .......... A 2 p.m.
Sat. 19 Vlllanova
A 2 p.m.
•• Homecoming

When you write your folks why not ask them to
send you a carton of L&M's and not so much
starch in the collars, hey?

.

~

Reach for
flavor .••
Reach for

THE SHIRT
LAUNDRY
1811 MontpmerJ &oacl

BVANITON
One Blook 8o•tla of Dana
A Few llloeu No111a
or 'Ill• .,......
...,....., 8enlce
nan DrJ llalldl•
t BOU& IDVICS

•••

0.

DM
c 1980 Llggell •
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Junior Pr.om Program Space
On Sale For Student Jokes
Space iri the Junior Prom pro- will be held April 30, at the Sheragram goes on sale beginning ton-Gibson RoOf Gardens.
Bill Walters and his orchestra
today. For twenty-five cents a
line you can print your favorite ·has been chosen to play the
music-a very popular group in
jokes, insult your friends, or say this area. Other plans are being
anything within reason. A rep- made by a special Prom Council.
resentative will be sitting in
Attention is also drawn to the
South Hall most of the day.
boat ride to be held the evening
Tickets to the prom itself will go of April 29, just one night before
on sale April 19, for four dollars the Prom. More about this will be
a couple. 'lbe prom, a formal affair, released in the near future.

o.e.,..11-

(Authorof"I Was a Teen-age Dwarf', "The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)

"NO PARKING"
As everyone knows, the most serious problem facing American
colleges today is the shortage of parking space for students' cars.
Many remedies ha vc been offered to solve this vexing dilemma.
For instance, it has been suggested that nil students be required
to drive small foreign sports cars which can be carried in the
purse or pocket. This would, of course, solve the parking problem but it would make double dating impossible-unless, that
is, the boys muke the girls run along behind the car. But that
is no solution either because by the time they get to the prom
·the girls will be punting so hard that they will wilt their corsages.
Another suggested cure for our parking woes is that nil
students smoke l\larlboro cigarettes. At first glance this seems
an excellent solution because we nil know Marlboro is the
cigarette which proved that flavor did not go out when filters
came in-and when we sit around and smoke good Mnrlboros
we arc so possessed by sweet contentment that none of us
wishes ever to leave, which means no gadding about which
'
means no driving, which means no parking problem.
But the argument in favor of l\farlboros ..~vcrlooks one important fact: when you run out of Marlboros' you must go get
some more, which means driving, which means parking, which
means you're 1·ight back where you started.
Probably the most prncticnl suggestion to alleviate the campus
parking situation is to tear down eve_ry sehool of dentistry in
the country and tum it into n parking lot. This is not to say
that dentistry is unimportant. Gracious, no! Dentistry is important and vital and a shining part of our American heritage.
But the fact is there is no real need for separate schools of dentistry. Dentistry could easily be moved to the school of mining
engineering. Surely anyone who can drill n thousand feet for
oil can fill n simple little cavity.

This experiment-combining dentistry with mining engineering-has already been tried nt several colleges-and with some
very interesting results. Take, for instance, the case of n dental
student named Fred C. Sigafoos. One day recently Fred was
out practicing with his drilling rig in a vacant lot just off
campus. He sank a shaft two hundred feet deep :md, to his
surprise and delight, he struck n detergent mine. For a while
Fred thought his. fortune was made but he soon learned that
he had drilled into the storage tank of th.e Eagle Laundry.
Walter P. Engle, president of the laundry, was mad ns all getout and things looked mighty black for Fred. But it nil ended
well. When Mr. Eagle called Fred into his office to chew him
out, it so happened that Mr. Eagle's beautiful daughter, Patient
Griselda, was present. F'or years Patient Griselda had been
patiently waiting for the right man. "That's him!" she cried
upon spying Fred-and today Fred is a full partner in the Eagle
© JOllO 111 .. Sbulmaa
Laundry i.n charge of pleats and ruffles.

• • •
Speakin11 of laundrle1 remind• u• of cleanllne11 which in
turn remind• u1 of filtered Marlboro• and unfiltered Philip
Morrl.-both clean and fre•h to the ta1te-both awillable
In IOft pock and Rip-top boJt,

Fall Semester 1960

Pre-Registration , Instructions
Editor's Note:
Much of the difficulty of Pre-registration can be eliminated if the instructions below are followed.
J.D.D.

Each student· is responsible for completing his own
pre-registration .for fall classes, in the following
steps.
1. Friday, April 8, 1960, and thereafter-pick up
Pre-Registration Materials at ony one of these three
places:REGISTRAR'S, DEAN'S OR ASST. DEAN'S
OFFICE.
Pre-Registration Materials consist of:
-September 1960 Schedule of Courses
-Trial Schedule blank 1(your work sheet)
-1Blue & Buff Pre-Registration Schedules
-White 3 x 5 Pre-Registration Class Cards for
each lecture course, each laboratory section, and
each quiz.
2. Select the courses required in your Block
Schedule and work out a Time Schedule (avoiding
conflicts) on Trial Schedule blank. Transfer this to
Blue & Buff Cards (write neatly-IN INK).
3. Secure signature of an Advisor on Blue & Buff
Cards.
-Advisers will help you with schedule problems.
-Advisers of Seniors, Juniors, and Sophomores
are the teachers in the department in which the
student majors.
(SEE APPENDED LIST OF ADVISERS).
---Freshmen schedules will be approved either by
one of their present teaches or by an Advisor in the
department in which they will major.
4. Finally, pre-registration is completed by presenting signed Buff Card (retain the Blue Card) and
by signing class cards '(one each for lecture, laboratory, and quiz) in the Registrar's Office at the time
assigned below:
SENIORS (over 96 er. hrs,)•
(L-R - Tues., April 19 - 9-11 a.m.
(S-Z - Tues., April 19 - -14 p.m.
(A-F - Wed., April 20 - 9-il a.m.
(G·K - Wed., April 20 - 1-4 p.m.
JUNIORS (84-95 er. hrs.)•·
(M·Q - Thurs., April 21 .....; 9-11 a.m.
(R·Z - Thurs., April 21 - 1•4 p.m.
(A·F - Fri., April 22 - 9-11 a.m.
(G-L - Fri., April 22 - 1·4 p.m.
SOPHOMORES (32·83 er. hrs.)*
(•M·Q - Mon., April 25 - 9-ll a.m.
<R·Z - Mon., April 25 - 1·4 p.m.
(A-F - Tues., April 26 - 9-11 a.m.
(G·L - Tues., April 26 - 1-4 p.m.
FRESHMEN (0·31 er. hrs.)*
(T-Z - Wed., April 27 - 9·11 a.m.
(P-S - Wed., April 27 - 1-4 p.m.
(M-0 - Thurs., April 28 - 9-11 a.m.
(J-L - Thurs., April 28 - 1-4 p.m.
(E-1 - Fri., April. 29 - 9·11 a.m.
(A-D - Fri., April 29 - 1·4 p.m..
* As of June, 1960.

TO BE CAREFULLY NOTED
(a) As courses or sections are filled, students
must modify their schedule to avoid Closed Courses.
-These Closed Courses will be listed on the Bulletin Board as they close.
-Check the Closed Course List before presenting
your card to the Registrar to make sure that you
have not chosen a closed course.
·
(b) As usual, special permission for extra boan or
courses at the Downtown Evening Division or at
another lnsUtuUon must be secured from the Dean.
(c) If you expect your Advisor to help you select
courses you must present him with your White saadent Record Book posted to date with the grades of
'
courses you have taken.
(d) Pre-Registration ends at 4 p.m. on Monday,
May 2, 1960. Be sure you select correct eoursei. No
changes in student schedules will be made between
that date and the ·Final Registration period, September 14-16, 1960.
The success of your fall registration depends upon
your· care and accuracy now during pre-registration.
You -are responsible to DO-IT-YOURSELF, so-DO
IT WELL.
PRE-REGISTRATION ADVISERS
ACCOUNTING-Mr. G. Selzer, Mr. Behler, Mr.
Maly, Mr. Smith, Mr. Wilz.
BIOLOGY-Fr. Peters, Mr. Cusick, Dr. Tafuri.
BUSINESS ADMI·NISTRATION--Dr. Hailstones,
Dr. Harriman, :Mr. Albanese, iFr. ~esse, Mr. Brown,
Dr. Bryan, :Mr. Donnelly, Mr. Fatora, Dr. Hayes,
Dr. Link, Mr. B. Martin, Dr. Schultz.
CHEMISTRY-Fr. Miller, Dr. Dube, Dr. Garas·
cia, Dr. Johnson, Dr. O'Neill, Dr. Klingenberg.
CLASSICAL LANGUAGES-Fr. Hetherington,
Fr. Felten, Mr. Bradley, Dr. Harkins, Mr. Howard.
ECONOMICS-Dr. Hailstones, Fr. !Besse, Dr.
Bryan, Mr. Donnelly, Mr. Fatora, Dr. Harriman,
Dr. Hayes, Dr. Link, Mr. B. Martin, Dr. Schultz.
EDUCATION--'Dr. McCoy, Dr. Clarke, Mr. Lavell, Dr. Lozier, ·Fr. Malone, Dr. Sommer, Mr. Biles,
Mr. Ruberg, Mr. Mccafferty.
·ENGLISH-Dr. Wheeler, Dr. Doering, Mr. Feld·
haus, Mr. Glenn, Fr. •Linz, Fr. Manion, Fr. Sullivan,
Fr. Sweeney, Mr. Wack, Mr. Wentersdorf, Dr. Wil·
ler.
.HISTORY & POLITICAL.SCIEN~Fl'. Shiels,
Dr. Goodman, Fr. Link, Fr: Mentag, Dr. Whealen.
MATHEMATICS-Fr. Allen, Mr. Bruggeman,
Mr. Cissell, Mr. Larkin, iFr. McMahon, Mr. Santner.
MODERN LANGUAGES---Dr. Bourgeois, Mr.
Ebacher, Mr. Holman, Mr. Rieselman, Dr. Vega.
PHILOSOPHY-Fr. Tillman, Dr. Gendreau, Mr.
Gruenenfelder, Fr. Kenney, Mr. Magner, Mr. Marrero, Mr. Tich, Fr. Tracy, Dr. Carroll.
PHYSICS-Mr. Hart, Fr. Bradley, Mr. Marcaccio,
Dr. Pong, Fr. Vollinayer.
PSYCHOLOGY-Dr. Hamel, Dr. Bieliauskas, Mr.
LaGrange, Fr. Trainor.
·

Shillito's Offer Summer Scholarship Program

Editor's Note:
The following is
the retailing Internship-Scholarship Program for the summer of
1960 sponsored by the John
Shillito Co. of Cincinnati. J.D.D.
Objectives:
1. To offer qualifying university
candidates a combined training and
job experience program in retailing at Shillito's during an· eightweek period during July and August between the candidate's Junior
and Senior years.
2. To offer individual scholarships of $200 each to candidates
successfully completing .the eightweek Internship !Program, the
scholarships to be awarded at the
beginning of the ·students'· senior
year at the University.
Bases for Selection of Candidates
for the lnternsblp Prosram:
1. Candidates must have acquired
enough college credits to qualify
for graduation no later than the
end of the summer session of the
following year.
2. Candidates should have a
scholastic ranking in the upper
one-third of their class although
candidates may be selected from
students ranking in the upper onehalf of their class ii they possess
other outstanding attributes.
3. Candidates must be recommended by University professors;
final selection will be made by

Shillito'&•
4. Candidates must e"l)ress a
strong interest in retailing as a
career.
8llarJ' aad ............ of Cllldl·
datel:

1. Interns will be paid salaries ing major department store funcranging from $60 to $65 per week. · tions, including Systems and Policies, Retail Arithmetic, Merchan2. Candidates, upon successful dising Philosophy and Practices,
completion of the eight-week pro- Controller's 1Functions, Sales Program-and their senior year at the motion, Personnel Planning and
University, will be offered full- Development.
time positions at Shillito's at sal2. On-the-job training-Candi·
aries ranging from $75 to $90 per
dates
will spend approximately %
week. At the beginning of fullof
their
program time in selected
time employment, candidates will
selling
departments.
be appointed to Head of Stock
positions (one rank below the As- Summer Work In Addition to the
Internship Program:
sistant Department Manager level)
Candidates, if they elect to do·
or to comparable positions and salaries in sales-supporting positions. so, may work during the summer
both before and after the formal
Content of Proiram:
training program so that a full
1. Classroom discussions and summer's work is available. Get
lectures (about % of the program) applications at Placement Office-led by top store executives wm Interviews. must be completed by
conduct thirty-five sessions cover- April 8.

MILLER'S ALL. STAR
DAIRY au.nu FOODS
The Shield of Quality
'5' WT McMILLAN

I
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Catholicism Is Silent But Powerful Force In African Affairs
FarmerlJ an officer In the Brltllb ArmJ In Afrlea, Major Maurice
Beanay Is a Widely traveled
International eorrespondent. Be
bows penonally many or the
VIP's now domlnatln1 polltleal
a11a1n-1n the Dark Continent. As
a keen observer or the Afrlean
11Ceae, he Is a frequent eontrlbutor
to the TIMES of London.
"He who serves well and speaks
not, merits more. than they who
clamor loudest at the door." When
Longfellow wrote these words, the
African continent as it looms today
on the horizon of global influence
was far from his poetic thoughts.
Yet no words can better describe
one of the most powerful influences
in African development, Catholicism, and at the same time indicate
the almost complete silence-as far
as world politics are concernedthat accompanies it.
Not even the most biased of
observers can deny that in the advancement of African literacy the
work of C a t h o 1 i c missioners
throughout Africa is and has been
foremost. U was literacy that
enabled the idea of African nationalism to be conceived and fostered in the minds of Africa's
political leaders-leaders who have
become the great oak bulwarks
which have sprung from the tiny
'icorns of knowledge implanted in
the small bush schools of West and
East Africa.
Even in the lesser known central
areas of the continent this same
truth is constantly evident. Nnam' di Azikiwe, Kwame · Nkrumah,
Julius Nyerere, Tom Mboya, Sekou
Toure, Dr. iEndeley-all received
their introduction to learning in
Catholic schools and. had implanted
in their minds the basic ideals
which generated the driving urge
to freedom.
f
But the leaders, without the
rank and file, eould have aehleved
little. Even these were provided by
Catholicism, as the following anal,slli will show. As well, It will
Illustrate the enormous effect of
Catholic teaehlng on social prob-

lems In the dark eontlnent and the
provision it has made in overeomln1 them. If further proof Is needed, the lamentable soelal level, the
academic backwardness, and the
near slavery found In areas where
Catholicism has not been permitted
to the people, provides It. A fairly
recent survey of education In Nigeria-Britain's premier eolony and
largest In West Africa and one due
for Independence this year-proved
that In the most populated re1ion,
Eastem Nigeria, two-thirds of all
schools had been established by
missionaries. Of these, 70 per eent
were Catholic schools; Catholic
missions have been active there
since 1868. Catholic misslons had
some 1500 schools in the area; the
government had less than 100.
Up to 1945, there was no university in West Africa and only one
teachers' training college. The latter was at Achimota on the Gold
Coast and occupied the present site
of Ghana University. Just as
Ghana University draws a larger
percentage of it students from
Catholic schools, so did Achimota
in the old days draw most of its
potential teachers from the same
source. The iBritish parliamentary
commissions responsible for the
establishment of Ghana University
in 1945 were also responsible for
the Nigerian :University at Ibadan.
No actual figures of the original
number of entrants from Catholic
schools are available; but this
writer, when visiting both institutions on a number of occasions,
was conscious of the ·fact that the
majority of the pupils had some,
if not all1 of their pr~paratory education in Catholic schools.
East Africa's university at Makerere in Uganda was founded as
the result of the pioneer work of
Dr. Harold Jowitt, who spent ·33
years in the colonial service, during which time he became a Catholic. Some 30 per cent of the present student body of 500 students
are Catholics.
The Belgian Congo's university
at Lovanium, outside Leopoldville,

was founded and is conducted by
the Jesuits. In fact, nearly all education in that part of the continent
is in Catholic hands-one of the
reasons why the Congo can produce more technicians than any
part of the African continent South
of the Sahara. In the southern part
of the continent, the only university dedicated exclusively to the
education of Africans is Pius XII
Catholic University College at
Roma, Basutoland.
Such formidable proof of Catholic action in the field of higher
education In Africa leaves no room
for argument. Catholicism is the
very backbone of African Intellectualism-on which Africa must
draw to eontrol her rapidly developing freedom.
Even in South Africa, where
every single obstacle Is placed In
the way of decent education for
Africans, the Catholic Church managed to establish outside Durban
In Natal a college for training African teachers. It Is the famous
Marlannhill mission which started
as a Cisterclan monastery, founded
by German monks. The conditions
of living were such, and the need
for education so urgent, that some
forty years ago the Vatican agreed
to the monastery becoming a special missionary society known as
the Marlannhlll Mission. Wherever
In the Union of South Africa there
are facilities for education, there
will be found teachers from Marlannhlll. It was a student from this
school-afterwards a Cat ho 11 c
priest-who became the first African to be appointed to a professorship In a South African University.
The work of the White Fathers
in East Africa needs little introduction. If it were possible to investigate the individual careers of
the many young men who are rallying around Mboya, Nyerere and
Banda, it would be realized quick·1y that, in many an African heart,
love of country-which has produced the wave of nationalism
throughout the conttinent-sprang
from Catholic teaching and from

SOCIAL DANCING 123-123
Leading Questions
Professor Dip
Female reaction to dancing partners using
ordinary hair tonics (Text: I'm Dancing Witk
Tears in My Eyes). Female reaction to dancing
partners using 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic (Text:
Waltz Me .A.round Again, Willie). Universal use
0£ water on hair with drying effects therefrom,
Conversely: with 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic you
can use all the water you 'want ••• with neat
results. Status of the Male Wallflower at Con·
temporary Proms discussed in rel~tion to
briarpatch hair caused by alcohol ~0~1cs. pse
0£ tacky hair creams explored, outbnmg sticky
situations. Emphasis on the· one step (the one
step necessary to be on the ball at the ball,
namely a simple application 0£ 'Vaseline'

Hair Tonic.)
Materials: one 4 o:. Jollle 'Yaselinc' Hair Ton~
/

_..._,...

...,.......... ...

:,:;:~: ·CO::.~":....

it's clear,
it's clean,
it's

Vaselinef)
HAIR TONIC

the knowledge that patriotism is a
Christian virtue. •No other mission~
ary church in Africa teaches this
'
as an actual doctrine.
Yet, despite this fact, no church
in Africa has shown more restraint
in keeping clear of political intrigue. This applies to Catholic
teaching as well as to the African
press. The CATHOLIC HERALD
in Nigeria, one of the best papers
in the country, pursues a masterly
course in objectivity, keeping clear
of political parties, the colonial
office, and even the rabid Islamic
factions which are ever ready to
utilize any argument to create
anti-Christian feeling. It merely
follows the example of a number
of others.
,But probably the most extraordinary aspect of Catholic influence
in Africa is the almost unnatural
silence about its own achievement.
Apart from the fact that it provided the soil in which the nationalistic seed was able to take root,
its experiments in the field of
African social development are
certainly among the most realistic.
Although many students of Africa
realize that the village community
is the backbone of Africa and that

in Hs preservation and development lies the real key to African
advancement, little has been done
about it. 1During the last decade,
the Irish branch of the French
African Missionary Society set out
to exploit this fact. Young priests
were sent into industrial areas to
be trained as carpenters, blacksmiths, metal workers and mechanics. Others became agriculturists,
doctors, dentists and pathologists.
lwo, in Nigeria, was selected as
the locale for the first experime~t.
A model village was established.
It was to be the basis of a new
approach to African education. The
basic assumption governing the
project was that, in an African
community, mere literacy was not
the key to real progress and the
immediate raising of living standards; The full development of village social life, accompanied by
full use of its resources, was considered to be the real answer to
social and economic advancement.
This can be readily understood
when it is appreciated that most
of Africa's resources are produced
by Mother Nature. The main crops
grow wild and do not require fac(Continued on Page 8)
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HIP, HIP, HURRAY
for the
GREYHOUNDeway
to save money!
Got the good word about
Greyhound Scenicruiser
Service®? It's the latest,
the greatest way to go •••
with air-conditioning, pie·
ture windows, air-suspen·
sion ride and complete
restroom! You'll have a
ball headin' home on a
Greyhound - it's often
faster than other public
transportation, and always
Ins expensive!

COMPARE THESE LOW,
LOW FARES:

Chicago ...................... $8.::
Indianapolis .............. $3. 5
Cleveland .................. $6.:
0
Lexlnirton .................. $2. to

............................. p.

Dayton ......... $1.90

•plus t1x

BAGGAGE PROBLEMS? You can take more with you on a
Greyhound. Or, send your belongings by Greyhound Package
Express. They arrive in hours and cost you lessl
IT'S SUCH A COMFORT
TO TAKE THE BUS ... AND
LEAVE THE DRIVING TO USI

..................

.,..... 11 ...............

GREYHOUND AGENT - 5tb A Breamore - PA 1....
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Emphasis Must Be Placed On Ag1·iculture Development·
(Continued from Page 7)

them were Cattholic. Yet Catholic of medical orderlies, signalers,
missions had been striving for two clerks, and many others requiring
decades to open schools there with- basic educational standards were
out any· success. The result is, of required. But for Catholicism in
course, that now, with indepen- Africa, they could not have been
dence on its doorstep, the North found. Over 70 per cent 'came from
will have to depend for its admin- Catholic schools throughout the
istration on outsiders, many of West and East coast of Africa.
whom are by no means friendly
It is quite understandable that
to it.
religious authority should lay no
Apart from the controversial claim to military achievement, no
aspects of Catholicism in Africa, matter what the reason. But from
there are practical concrete ex- a purely objective viewpoint, this
amples of its accomplishments, en- result of Catholic activity in the
tirely unknown to' the vast ma- African continent does prove that
jority of Americans. During World the silent service rendered to the
War II, the largest expeditionary African people is irrefutable. Pubforce in the history of the British lic tribute has never done justice
Empire went to Burma and fought to Catholicism but the Africans
bitterly down the long, sickness- appreciate it.
The whole of Africa is on the
laden paths of the dense Burmese
jungle. They fought the 55th Im- march politically. There is ramperial Japanese Cavalry Division,
from which was drawn the per•
sonal bodyguard of the Japanese
Emperor. This African Army destroyed the Japanese, and in doing
so suffered appalling casualties.
To sustain that army, thousands

tories, industrial plants or anything
else in the immediate vicinity,
either to harvest them or prepare
them for export. Ground nuts,
cocoa, coffee, dates, cotton are particular examples.
Catholic educators fully realized
then, as they do now, that the
African continent Is essentially a
vast agricultural and mineral area,
with the emphasis on the former.
Therefore, the ideal of full agricultural development must be implanted in the African mind. The
Iwo project started with that very
idea, and Indeed has made it work.
Although not fully successful, that
was not the fault of those who
conceived the idea.
In 1948, the Cambridge Summer
School in England, defined mass
education in underdeveloped countries as a movement designed to
promote better living for the whole
community: .in the field of agriculture, by securing the adoption of
better methods of soil conservation,
better methods of farming and
better care of livestock; in the field
of health, by promoting better
sanitation and water supplies, proper measures of hygiene and· infant
Yon're
and maternity welfare; and in the
field of education, by spreading
a natural wonde1·
literacy and adult education as well
as by the extension and improvein the ll·l·S
ment of schools for children.
This is exactly what Catholicism
is and has been doing in Africa.
There is unhappily a belief rampant throughout the African continent that full economic development can only be measured in
terms of manufacturing plants and
heavy industrial projects. The day
the African politicians can be
made to realize that Africa's real
industry is the development of the
land and the full exploitation of
the exports which grow wild, then
will there be real economic prog~
ress.
For those who may disagree with
this idea, the second big experiment in Africa must at least show
that Catholicism has not confined
itself to purely agricultural pursuits. The !Belgian Congo, one of
the latest areas to assert its right
to independence, is without question one of the most technically
developed areas south of the Sahara. 1Educational stress has been
almost entirely technical and almost entirely Catholic-directed.
When-as it soon will-the Congo
gets its independence, it will leap
ahead to a foremost place among
the economic powers in Africa.
Catholicism has been indirectly
blamed for the belatedness of The
Belgian Congo's political consciousness, just as it has been blamed in
East and Central Africa for proThe sl10ulders are strictly
viding too quickly ·facilities for
your own in this smart
academic education. Those who
jacket. It's n: deftly cut 3have an axe to grind in Africa
button
model with natur(and at the moment there are
ally
slim
lines ... accented
many such) cannot have it both
by the narrow lapels,
ways, Education must come to
neatly flapped pockets and
Africa and with it a transition
side vents. At your favorperiod. To blame any missionary
ite campus shop .•. $12.!)5
organization for providing education Is foolish-all the more so
to $19.!>5 depending on the
when, in fact, for many years misfabric of your choice.
sionaries have been ·carrying a burP.S. It's washable!
den which was and is the responsibility of the occupying powers.
A look at the other side of the
picture shows what happens when
education is. left ent~rely to govemment. In Northern Nigeria,
where Islam Is all powerful and
where since the days of Lugard it
has had the support of government
in order to make political administration all the easier, the state of
.education, academic and technical,
is pathetic.
In 1950, when nationalism was
obviously on the march in Africa,
available at the
Northern Nigeria had two university graduates out of a population
of over 14 miJlion. In 1950, there
were no secondary schools in the
same area, while in the other two SWIFTON CENTER - El.. 1-3220
regions there were 93. Over 60 of
FREE PARKING

pant in this country some foolish
idea .. that political consciousness
was born overnight, that Africa's
leaders sprang out of the ground
suddenly. This, of· course, is nonsense. The silent work of the African missionaries, the selection of
men for edbcation overseas, has
been going on for years. In the
forefront-and away out in frontof this movement has been the
Catholic Church. It still is.
A Congresswoman who .visited
Africa said recently that "Africa
is the continent that God has kept
in reserve." She did not say on
which team the Africans would
play in the future. There is one
thing certain. Africa will become
a world balance of power when it
does elect its team. And when it
does, the world can be grateful, for
it will play on the Christian side.
There are 24 million Catholics in

Africa; they are supported ·by over
33,000 missionaries. This presents
a formidable foe for the antiChrist of communism.
And whatever else may be said
of Catholics, be they black or
white, whether or not they falter
by the wayside, they rarely, if
ever, join the other side.

CHICO'S
ITALIAN AND AMZBICAN
FOOD
1831 MONTGOMERY D.
I Mlnat. Prom Xa~er
(One Block S.atll ol Daa>
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The 1 out of 20

that didn't get smoked

T

here's a lot of satisfaction in pointing out something good to a friend. That's why
it often happens that one cigarette out of a pack of Dual Filter Tateytons never does
get smoked.
People break it open to demonstrate its unique Dual Filter containing Activated
Charcoal. They may not know why it works so well, hut they do know this: It ~elivers
far more than high filtration .•• it brings out the best taste of the best tobaccos-as
110 single filter can!
Try a pack of Tareytons. \Ve believe the extra pleasure they bring will soon have
you passing the good word to your friends. .

HERE'S HOW THE !WAL FILTER DOES IT:
1. It combines a unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL
•.. definitely P.roved to make the smoke of a cig51rette mild
and smooth •••
":;((

~/ . ··

Ge1itry S4op

NEW

2. with an efficient pure white outer filter. Together they bring
·
you the real thing In mildness and fine tobacco taste!
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